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Cloud storage services enable users to remotely store their data and eliminate excessive

local installation of software and hardware. There is an increasing trend of outsourcing

enterprise data to the cloud for efficient data storage and management. However, this

introduces many new challenges toward data security. One critical issue is how to enable a

secure data collaboration service including data access and update in cloud computing. A

data collaboration service is to support the availability and consistency of the shared data

among multi-users. In this paper, we propose a secure, efficient and scalable data collab-

oration scheme SECO. In SECO, we employ a multi-level hierarchical identity based

encryption (HIBE) to guarantee data confidentiality against untrusted cloud. This paper is

the first attempt to explore secure cloud data collaboration services that precludes infor-

mation leakage and enables a one-to-many encryption paradigm, data writing operation

and fine-grained access control simultaneously. Security analysis indicates that the SECO

is semantically secure against adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks (IND-ID-CCA) in the

random oracle model, and enforces fine-grained access control, collusion resistance and

backward secrecy. Extensive performance analysis and experimental results show that

SECO is highly efficient and has only low overhead on computation, communication and

storage.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cloud computing (Armbrust et al., 2009), the long-held dream

of computing as a utility, is rapidly evolving to revolutionize

the way how data is stored/used. Cloud computing benefits

data users in that it allows convenient access and use of

storage resources offered by a cloud server provider (CSP).

Challenges in security, however, posed by outsourcing data to

the cloud, come along with benefits. Upon loss of physical
0 5856.
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possession of the outsourced data, users no longer control

their data. But, CSPs may be untrusted and could monitor at

will, lawfully or unlawfully, the data stored in the cloud and

the communication between users and cloud. As a result,

outsourcing users’ data to the cloud initiates a series of

problems about security and privacy. Examples of security

breaches never stop showing up (Arrington, 2006; Wilson,

2008; Ren et al., 2012; Ateniese et al., 2007). Therefore, main-

taining data availability and confidentiality becomes critical to
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enable wide deployment of CSP-based data service with high

quality.

One important security issue is how to ensure secure data

storage service when utilizing cloud services (Arora et al.,

2013; De Capitani di Vimercati et al., 2010; Samarati and De

Capitani di Vimercati, 2010). For instance, enterprises can

outsource their data into the cloud and then enable their

employees to access these data. However, cloud servers are

untrusted and they may disclose the confidential information

about an enterprise to their business competitors or even hide

data leakage to maintain their reputations. In order to ensure

data security, companies and enterprises usually have to

encrypt the data before outsourcing it into the cloud. Recently,

the notion of secure cloud storage services has been proposed

in the content of ensuring remotely stored data under

different systems and security models (Ateniese et al., 2007;

Yu et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010a; Dong et al., 2013). These

existing works addressed secure cloud storage and data ac-

cess issue either by introducing attribute-based encryption

(ABE) (Goyal et al., 2006) for fine-grained access control (Wang

et al., 2010b; Dong et al., 2014), or by utilizing owner-write-

user-read mechanism (Wang et al., 2009) to achieve

cryptography-based access control and only support coarse

grained access control. ABE-based schemes are data-read

sharing services, while owner-write-user-read mechanism is

a one-to-one encryption paradigm meaning encrypted data

can only be decrypted by a particular recipient. Consequently,

existing solutions mainly focus on how to afford secure data

access control (read) for cloud users. None of these works

considers that multiple users operate (read/write) encrypted

data collaboratively in cloud computing, i.e., data collabora-

tion services.

A Data Collaboration service is to support the availability

and consistency of the shared cloud data among multi-users.

Let's consider a typical data collaboration service scenario:

Alice, who is the boss of a company, pays a CSP for a secure

data collaboration service, and assigns her two colleagues,

Jack and Bob, to work collaboratively on a project. Alice first

encrypts the project data and stores the encrypted data into

the cloud. Then, Alice authorizes Jack and Bob to access the

encrypted data so that they can modify the data. After modi-

fying the data, Jack or Bob re-encrypts the data and sends it to

the cloud. Within these three members, anyone whomodifies

the data, then determines the access privilege of the data. In

total, three members work together and share data in a

collaborative way. To avoid information leakage, the data

have to be restrained within the reach of these three mem-

bers. Thus the access policy of the above scenario is: autho-

rized users can access the encrypted data while CSP and other

unauthorized users know nothing about the data in data

collaboration services.

To realize secure data collaboration services in cloud

computing, we face the following challenges. Firstly, since a

confidential data involves more than one recipient, the

encryption paradigm should be one-to-many that indicates

multiple recipients can decrypt the encrypted data. Secondly,

authorized users have the privilege to operate the cloud data,

so the encryption paradigm should support data writing

operation. Thirdly, in order to ensure data security among

users, the system should provide fine-grained access control
to the users. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing

solution to tackle the problems of secure data collaboration

services in cloud computing.

In this paper, we propose a scalable scheme (SECO) to

enable secure cloud data collaboration with explicit dynamic

data/users. For cloud data security, we employ a multi-level

hierarchical identity-based encryption (HIBE) scheme, which

contains a root private key generator (PKG), a series of lower-

level PKGs and independent domains. The root PKG only

generates private keys for lower-level PKGs, and lower-level

PKGs in turn generate private keys for entities in their next

level. A domain consists of a D-PKG and a number of indi-

vidual users who cooperate to complete a project. During data

collaboration, to achieve one-to-many encryption paradigm, a

user in a domain encrypts data with the public parameters

and multiple recipients’ public keys so that only the intended

domain recipients are able to decrypt the data. To support

writing operation, every authorized user can encrypt the

decrypted data after modifying (read/write) it, and then sends

it into the cloud to share with other domain users. The data

writing operation does not introduce security problems. To

realize fine-grained access control, each authorized user

which encrypts data can decide on the intended decryption

recipients.

Specifically, the main contributions of this paper can be

summarized as following three aspects:

� We propose a data collaboration service, SECO, which en-

ables secure, efficient and scalable data collaboration in

cloud computing, which realize one-to-many encryption

paradigm, writing operation and fine-grained access con-

trol simultaneously without any information leakage. Our

work is the first attempt to explore secure data collabora-

tion in cloud computing.

� We prove that SECO is semantically secure against adap-

tive chosen ciphertext attacks (IND-ID-CCA) in the random

oracle model under the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assump-

tion (Boneh and Franklin, 2001), and SECO also enforce

collusion resistance and backward secrecy for cloud data

collaboration services.

� We have conducted extensive theoretical analysis and real

experiments to evaluate the performance of SECO. The

result indicates that SECO introduces low overhead on

computation, communication and storage while improves

the effectiveness and efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion related work discusses related works; Section 3 in-

troduces the system model, threat model and our design

goals; Section 4 presents the detail design of SECO; Section 5

provides the security definition and security proof of SECO;

Sections 6 and 7 analyze the theoretical and experimental

performance of SECO, respectively; finally, Section 8 con-

cludes the whole paper.
2. Related work

Identity-based encryption (IBE) is an encryption choice in

cloud computing (Li et al., 2013a; Guo et al., 2013). The concept
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of IBE is proposed by Shamir (1985), and the first fully func-

tional IBE schemes are described by Boneh and Franklin (2001)

and Cocks (2001). In IBE, the public key for a unique user can be

set to any value (such as one's identity) and the corresponding

private key is generated by a trusted third party called private

key generator (PKG). Relatively speaking, the IBE scheme is a

public key cryptosystem (PKC) and can eliminate the search

for recipient's public key. To reduce the workload on the PKG,

Horwitz and Lynn (2002) introduced a HIBE scheme with

collusion-resistance. Gentry and Silverberg (2002) presented a

HIBE scheme with total collusion resistance and chosen

ciphertext security (CCA) in the random oracle model. Later

on, Boneh et al. (2005) introduced an efficient HIBE scheme

with selective-ID securitywithout randomoraclemodel under

BDH assumption. However, these HIBE schemes are all one-

to-one encryption paradigms.

An attribute-based encryption (ABE) system is actually a

simplified IBE system, with only one attribute in the system.

ABE was first proposed by Sahai and Waters (2005). In an ABE

scheme, the sender encrypts the message with a set of attri-

butes and specifies a number d. The recipient who has at least

d attributes of the given attributes can decrypt the encrypted

message. Based on these, Goyal et al. (2006) proposed a fine-

grained data access control ABE scheme that supports any

monotonic access structure, i.e., AND, OR, or other threshold

gates. Later on, Ostrovsky et al. (2007) proposed an enhanced

scheme that supports non-monotonic access structure which

includes NOT gate that was not allowed in Goyal et al. (2006).

There are two classes of ABE named key-policy attribute-

based encryption (KP-ABE) and ciphertext policy attribute-

based encryption (CP-ABE). In KP-ABE (Goyal et al., 2006), the

access structure is used to encrypt the secret key, while the

attributes are used to describe the ciphertext. CP-ABE was first

introduced by Bethencourt et al. (2007). In a CP-ABE scheme,

the access structure is used to encrypt the ciphertext and the

secret key is generated based on an attribute set. Thus, the

roles of the secret key and the ciphertext in CP-ABE are

opposite to what they are in KP-ABE. ABE is a one-to-many

encryption paradigm. However, it is not suitable for data

collaboration services due to the key management.

Identity-based broadcast encryption is also a one-to-many

encryption paradigm. The concept of broadcast encryption

(BE) was first proposed by Fiat and Naor (1994). In BE

schemes, a broadcast center encrypts messages and broad-

casts them to a group of authorized users who are listening

on a broadcast channel. Moreover, Mu et al. (2003) is the first

to introduce the concept called “Identity-Based Broadcasting

Encryption”, which can be applied to dynamic key manage-

ment in secure broadcasting. Later on, Baek et al. (2005)

constructs an efficient “multi-receiver identity-based

encryption scheme”, which only needs one pairing compu-

tation to encrypt a single message for n receivers. Based on

these, Delerabl�ee (2007) describes an identity-based broad-

cast encryption with constant size ciphertexts and private

keys. However, in these identity-based broadcasting encryp-

tion schemes, only the broadcast center can encrypt mes-

sages, and each authorized user just reads the message. That

is to say, identity-based broadcasting encryption schemes

cannot support data writing operation in data collaboration

services. Moreover, identity-based broadcasting encryption
schemes cannot achieve fine-grained access control in a

group of authorized users.

Functional encryption is an emerging paradigm for public-

key encryption that enables fine-grained control access to

encrypted data (Agrawal et al., 2013). It extends several

precious notions, mostly notably IBE encryption system, and

provides the ability to generate and release secret keys asso-

ciated with a keyword that can decrypt only those documents

that contain the keyword. More generally, functional encryp-

tion allows the owner of a “master” secret key to release

restricted secret keys that reveal a specific function of

encrypted data. Based on these, Goldwasser et al. (2014) in-

troduces the problem of multi-input functional encryption,

where a secret key skf can correspond to an n-ary function f

that takes multiple ciphertexts as input. Later on, Boneh et al.

(2013) develops an approach for designing function-private

identity-based encryption schemes. The authors first put

forward a new notion, function privacy, in IBE encryption and

functional encryption. In addition to function privacy, Boneh

et al. (2013) proposed the first public-key searchable encryp-

tion scheme that are provably keyword private. In their

schemes, a search key skw enables to identify encryptions of

an underlying keyword w, while not revealing any additional

information about keyword w. Therefore, the keyword w is

sufficiently unpredictable. Functional encryption is also a one-

to-many encryption paradigm. However, functional encryp-

tion also cannot support data writing operation in data

collaboration services.

Furthermore, existing works can be found in the areas of

secure outsourced data storage and sharing services. Adya et al.

(2002) used symmetric keys to encrypt data and provided a

secure, scalable data system that logically functions as a

centralized data server but is physically distributed among a set

of untrusted servers. However, every user used their public key

to encrypt the symmetric keys and thus bring high overhead on

key management. In Kallahalla et al. (2003), the authors pro-

posedacryptographicdatasystemandusedverify andsignkeys

to determine whether or not a user can read or write data

respectively. Since the key generation procedure is proportional

to the total number of data-groups, the above schemes are not

suitable for the case ofdata collaboration in cloudcomputing, in

which the number of data-groups could be enormous. In addi-

tion, the above schemes are one-to-one encryption paradigms

and only support coarse-grained access control.

Goh et al. (2003) proposed SIRIUS that adopted a compli-

cated structure and provided end-to-end security. However,

the complexity of the scheme depends on eachmeta data size

and thus is not scalable. Wang et al. (2009) proposed a

mechanism in owner-write-users-read applications that

assigned every data block with a different key to achieve

flexible cryptography based access control. However, the

users only can read the data but not write data, and thus are

not suitable for data collaboration in cloud computing. Li et al.

(2013b) proposed a novel patient-centric framework and a suit

of mechanisms for data access control to personal health re-

cords (PHRs) stored in semi-trusted servers. To achieve fine-

grained and scalable data access control for PHRs, they

leverage ABE techniques to encrypt each patient's PHR file.

However, the scheme is a data sharing services and can not

support data writing operation in the stored PHR files. Wang
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et al. (2012) proposed a flexible distributed storage integrity

auditing mechanism, utilizing the homomorphic token and

distributed erasure-coded data. However, the scheme also

cannot support data writing operation and the complexity of

the homomorphic encryption is high. Moreover, the above

schemes cannot support data writing operation and are not

suitable in data collaboration services.
3. Problem statement

3.1. System model

Generally, a cloud data collaboration system has five different

parties in network: Cloud Server provides high-quality services

utilizinganumber of serverswith significant storage spaceand

computation power; Root Private Key Generator (R-PKG) pos-

sesses a master key and generates corresponding private keys

for lower-level PKGs; Level Private Key Generators (L-PKGs)

request private keys from upper-level PKGs and generate pri-

vatekeys for lower-level PKGs;DomainPrivateKeyGenerators (D-

PKGs) requestprivatekeys fromupper-level PKGsandgenerate

private keys for their domain entities; Users cooperate with

each other to complete a project, receive their private keys

from D-PKG and store their data in the Cloud Server.

Fig. 1 depicts the systemmodel, which is characterized by a

multi-level HIBE scheme. From the system model, we can see

that it consists of a R-PKG, a series of L-PKGs, D-PKGs and

individual users. In this hierarchical architecture, the R-PKG

generates system public parameters for all system entities
and private keys for lower-level L-PKGs. Then, L-PKG in turn

generates private keys for the entities in the next level. L-PKGs

share the workload of private key generation and identity

authentication for R-PKG. Thus, secret key transmission and

authentication can be achieved locally. A domain consists of a

D-PKG and a number of individual users who cooperate to

complete a project. In each domain, the D-PKG keep a user list

ULdom which records public keys of all the valid users in the

domain. The D-PKGwill send the latest domain user list ULdom
to all valid users in a domain. All entities in a domain store

their data into a set of cloud servers that are running in a

cooperated and distributed manner. Users use their keys to

decrypt the data stored in the Cloud Server. All entities in the

domain can interact with the Cloud Server to access (read,

write, update, etc.) the stored data dynamically. Furthermore,

PKGs and users do not have to be online all the time, whereas

the Cloud Server is always online.
3.2. Threat model

The adversary model considers most threats toward cloud

data confidentiality. In the system model, Cloud Server is

semi-trusted. Namely, it behaves properly most of the time,

but for some benefits the Cloud Server might try to find out as

much secret information as possible. In fact, there are several

types of threats: Both inner threats (CSP and users who might

obtain the unauthorized data) and outer threats (external

adversaries beyond the domain of this system, e.g., unau-

thorized attackers) might be present; Attacks can either be

active (unauthorized users whomay injectmalicious data into
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the cloud) or be passive (unauthorized users eavesdropping on

conversations between users and the cloud); For the purpose

of harvesting data contents, CSP and users may collude and

try to access unauthorized data.

For the purpose of secure data collaboration in cloud

computing, the main goal of this paper is to protect the con-

tents of domain data from being learned by the cloud and at-

tackers, including inner intruders and unauthorized outer

users.All theseattacks canbeactive or passive.With respect to

data access control in the cloud, we have the following re-

quirements: 1)Fine-grainedaccess control: Eachuser shouldonly

access the data he is allowed and shouldnot access the data he

is not authorized to; 2) Collusion resistance: As described in the

adversary model, users cannot collude and share their secret

key to access the data they are not allowed; 3) Backward secrecy:

Users should not access the decrypted domain data after they

have been revoked from the domain. Note that, in the adver-

sary model, the communication channels between users and

Cloud Server are securedunder existing protocols, such as SSL.
4. The design of SECO

In order to achieve secure cloud data collaboration, we pro-

pose a multi-level HIBE scheme SECO. SECO realizes a one-to-

many encryption paradigm in which encrypted domain data

can be decrypted by multiple authorized users, writing oper-

ation and fine-grained access control can be done simulta-

neously without any information leakage.

4.1. Overview

SECO employs a multi-level hierarchical architecture to

embody the users' role in data collaboration in cloud

computing. In SECO, R-PKG generates private keys for lower-
level PKGs, and D-PKGs request private keys from upper-

level PKGs. In a domain, a user encrypts data with multiple

recipients’ public keys and stores it into the Cloud Server. So

only those intended recipients and the D-PKG can decrypt the

data using their own secret keys. A user only takes public keys

of the recipients and system parameters as inputs to encrypt

data. Any other users outside the recipient list cannot obtain

any data information even if all of them collude. Therefore,

users in the same domain can cooperate to complete work

without worrying about their data security.

SECO elegantly integrates five randomized algorithms: Root

setup, Lower-level setup, Key generation, Encryption, Decryption

to achieve secure cloud data collaboration. Fig. 2 describes a

simplified workflow of SECO in a domain. At the initialization

phase, R-PKG uses the Root setup algorithm to generate sys-

tems parameters for all entities. L-PKGs and D-PKGs then use

Lower-level setup algorithm to pick some seeds for themselves.

By the Key generation algorithm, A PKG generates private keys

for all his children by using the system parameters and his

private key. Suppose there are three users to work collabora-

tively in Domaini. User1 has confidential data D0 and need

User2 and User3 to operate it. User1 first uses the Encryption

algorithm to encrypt data D0 with User2 and User3 public keys

and stores it to the cloud. So that User2 and User3 can access

data D0. User2 downloads data D0 and uses the Decryption al-

gorithm to decrypt it. After modifying D0, User2 renames it to

data D1 and uses Encryption algorithm to encrypt with User1
and User3 public keys. User3 now can decrypt data D1 and

makes a final modification. User3 encrypts the final version D2

with User1 public key and stores it. In the end, User1 uses his

private key to obtain the final data D2. Thus, User1, User2 and

User3 modify the confidential data collaboratively without

leaking any information to unauthorized users. In the

following subsections, we elaborate the design details. Table 1

shows the symbols and their meanings as used in SECO.
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4.2. Preliminaries

We give some related definitions and assumptions similar to

those given in Boneh and Franklin (2001) and Gentry and

Silverberg (2002), which are used in SECO.

Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) parameter generator:As in Gentry

and Silverberg (2002), a randomized algorithm I G is a BDH

parameter generator which takes a security parameter K> 0 as

input, and outputs the description of two groups G1, G2 of the

prime order q and a bilinearmap be : G1 �G1/G2 in polynomial

time.

Bilinear map: Let G1 and G2 be two groups of prime order q,

and g1 is the generator of group G1. be is a bilinear map ifbe : G1 �G1/G2 satisfies the following properties:

� Bilinearity: for all Q;R; S2G1 and a; b2Zq where

Zq ¼ f0;1; 2;…:q� 1g, have beðaQ;bRÞ ¼ beðbQ;aRÞ ¼ beðQ;RÞab,beðQ þ R;SÞ ¼ beðQ;SÞbeðR; SÞ and beðQ;Rþ SÞ ¼ beðQ;RÞbeðQ;SÞ.
� Computability: for any Q;R2G1, there is a polynomial time

algorithm to compute beðQ;RÞ2G2.

� Non-degeneracy: beðg1; g1Þs1.

BDH problem: Randomly choose P as well as aP, bP and cP

where P2G1 and a;b; c2Zq, compute beðP;PÞabc.
BDH assumption: As in Gentry and Silverberg (2002), the

advantage AdvI G ðB Þthat an algorithm B has in solving the

BDH problem is defined to be the probability that the algo-

rithm B takes G1;G2; be;P;aP;bP; cP as inputs and outputsbeðP; PÞabc, where Break is the output of BDH parameter gener-

ator I G for large security parameter K> 0, P is a random

generator of group G1, and a,b,c are random elements of Zq.

The BDH assumption is that AdvI G ðB Þ is negligible for all

efficient algorithm B .
4.3. Construction of SECO

In this section, we construct SECO using the bilinear map. We

first introduce the form of keys. Then, the detailed algorithms

of SECO are presented.
Table 1 e Symbols and their meanings.

Symbols Meanings

M Message

C Ciphertext

S0 Identity element of group G1

t The level of a entity

dom The level of each D-PKG

ULdom The user list in a domain

Ei
domþ1 A domain user at Leveldom þ 1

ðID� tupledom; IDi
domþ1Þ User Ei

domþ1’s public key (ID-tuple)

s0; sdom; s
i
domþ1 Master key for R-PKG, D-PKG and

User Ei
domþ1

SKdom; SKi
domþ1 Private key for D-PKG and User

Ei
domþ1

P0,Q0 System parameters generated by

R-PKG

Pdom,Qdom D-PKG's parameters

Pidomþ1;Q
i
domþ1 User Ei

domþ1 's parameters

H1,H2,H3,H4 Hash function, example SHA-1
Let Leveltbe thesetof entitiesat level t, andLevel0¼ {R-PKG}.

In SECO, Each L-PKG and D-PKG has two secret keys: a private

key and a master key. The private key is obtained from the

upper-level PKGwhile themaster key is a random seed picked

by the PKG itself. AD-PKGmanages a number of domain users.

In a domain, the D-PKG uses the two keys to generate private

keys for all users in this domain. In this hierarchy, each L-PKG,

D-PKG and user has a primitive ID, which is an arbitrary string,

such as ID number and email address. A user's public key is an

ID-tuple consisting of his ancestor L-PKG's ID, D-PKG's ID and

his own ID, i.e., (ID1,…,IDm � 1), wherem is the depth of the hi-

erarchy. For example, in a two-level hierarchy, Bob is a D-PKG

which requests the private key from R-PKG and generates the

private key for Alice which is a user in Bob's domain. Suppose

the email addresses are used as their IDs, then the public keys

of Bob and Alice are (“Bob@email”) and (“Bob@emailjjAlice@e-

mail”, “jj” denotes string concatenation), respectively. In

addition, the R-PKG also publishes several system parameters

used to encrypt and decrypt the cloud data.

SECO is specified by the following five randomized

algorithms.

Root Setup: Let K be the security parameter used by a BDH

parameter generator I G . The R-PKG takes K as input, and

outputs params (system parameters) and a root master key.

The system parameters which contain the description of

plaintext space M , ciphertext space C and some other pa-

rameters are published, while the root master key is only

known to the R-PKG.

The R-PKG takes as input a security parameter K and runs

the BDH parameter generator I G to generate two groups G1,

G2 of prime order q. It generates a bilinear mapbe : G1 �G1/G2 which has the properties of bilinearity,

computability and non-degeneracy. The R-PKG then picks an

arbitrary generator P02G1 and a seed s02Zq randomly, where

Zq ¼ f0;1; 2;…:q� 1g, and it sets Q0 ¼ s0P0. Finally, the R-PKG

defines four cryptographic hash functions H1 : f0;1g�/G1,

H2 : G2/f0;1gn, H3 : f0; 1gn � f0; 1gn/G1 and H4:{0,1}
n/{0,1}n

for some n, and the four hash functions will be treated as

random oracles.

The plaintext space is M ¼ {0,1}n, while the ciphertext space

is ℂ ¼ GNþL
1 � f0; 1g2n where N is the number of the intended

recipients and L is the level of the intended recipients. The

parameters of the system are params ¼ <G1;G2; be; P0;
Q0;H1;H2;H3;H4 > . The master key of R-PKG is s02Zq.

Lower-level setup: Each PKG Et 2Levelt obtains the system

parameters (params) from the R-PKG. Each PKG randomly

picks a st2Zq as his master key which will be used to issue

private keys to his children. Except for st, each PKG is not

permitted to generate any other parameters.

Key generation:A PKG (whether the root one or a lower-level

one) uses its private key (and any other secret information)

and system parameters to generate private keys for all of his

children. The private keys of domain users are generated by

the D-PKG in the same domain. Let S0 be the identity element

of group G1.

For each PKG Et 2 Levelt (L-PKG or D-PKG) with ID-tuple

(ID1, …,IDt), where (ID1, …,IDs) for 1� s < t is the ID-tuple of

Et's ancestor at Levels, Et's parent generates the private keys

SKt for each Et. It first calculates Pt ¼ H1ðID1;…; IDtÞ2G1; then

Et's parent computes private key for Et as:
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SKt ¼ St�1 þ st�1Pt ¼ St
j¼1sj�1Pj

and sends Et the value Qj¼ sjP0 for 1� j� t� 1.

For a D-PKG Edom2 Leveldom in domain A, it there is a

polynomial time algorithm sdom and a private key SKdom. Pri-

vate key SKdom is used to decrypt all domain data stored in the

Cloud Server. Each D-PKG uses his private key SKdom and

master key sdom to generate private keys for all users belonging

to this domain.

For each user in domain Awhose D-PKG/parent is Edom, the

ID-tuple for user Ei
domþ1 is (ID-tupledom, ID

i
domþ1). Therefore, the

level of these users in domain A is domþ 1. Ei
domþ1 randomly

picks an element sidomþ12Zq as his master key. Edom generates

the private key SKi
domþ1 for Ei

domþ1.

For each user Ei
domþ1, the D-PKG Edom first calculates

Pidomþ1 ¼ H1ðID� tupledom; ID
i
domþ1Þ2G1; then it computes pri-

vate key for Ei
domþ1 as:

SKi ¼ SKdom þ sdomP
i
domþ1 ¼ Sdom

j¼1 sj�1Pj þ sdomP
i
domþ1

and sends to Ei
domþ1 the value Qj for 1� j� dom and Qi

domþ1

which Qi
domþ1 ¼ sidomþ1P0. E

i
domþ1 has two secret keys: a master

key sidomþ1 and a private key SKi
domþ1. Ei

domþ1 uses sidomþ1 and

SKi
domþ1 to decrypt the authorized data in the Cloud Server.

Each D-PKG has a secret just like the root PKG. In addition, the

D-PKGs need not always use the same sdom for each private key

extraction. That is to say, sdom could be generated randomly

for each of the D-PKG's children. It is worth noticing that Ei
domþ1

public key (ID-tupledom, IDi
domþ1) is equal to (ID1, …,IDdom,

IDi
domþ1) where theD-PKG Edom2 Leveldom is the parent of Ei

domþ1.

Encryption: When a user wants to encrypt a file for N re-

cipients in domain A, the data D is encrypted in the following

form: Encrypt (paremters, ID� tuple1,…, ID� tupleN, M), where

parameters are the systempublic parameters,N is the number

of the intended recipients, ID� tuple1,…, ID� tupleN are the

public key (ID-tuples) of N recipients E1
domþ1, …, EN

domþ1,

respectively, and M is the data. The user inputs system pa-

rameters params, plaintext M2M and the ID-tuples of the N

intended data recipients, and then calculates a ciphertext

C2ℂ. After modifying data M, the user encrypts it with N re-

cipients’ ID-tuple (ID-tupledom, IDi
domþ1) for 1� i�N in the

same domain.

The user first calculates Pidomþ1 ¼ H1ðID�
tupledom; ID

i
domþ1Þ2G1 for every 1� i�N and Pt¼H1(ID1,…,IDt)

for 1� t� dom. Here Pidomþ1 means the hash value for the i-th

recipient at Leveldom þ 1. Then the user picks a random s2

{0,1}n and sets r¼H3(s, M). Therefore, the ciphertext is set as:
V4H2

0@be�U0;SK
i
domþ1

�,Y
j¼2

dom be�Qj�1;Uj

�be�Qdom;U
i
domþ1

�1A
¼ V4H2

0@be�rP0; SKdom þ sdomP
i
domþ1

�,Y
j¼2

dom be�sj�1P0; rPj

�be�sdomP0; rP
i
domþ

¼ V4H2

�beðrP0; s0P1Þbe�rP0;S
dom
j¼2 sj�1Pj

�be�rP0; sdomP
i
domþ1

�.be�rP0;S
dom
j¼2 sj

¼ V4H2

�beðs0P0;P1Þr
� ¼ s:
C ¼
hn

rPi
domþ1

o
; frPtg;s4H2ðgrÞ;M4H4ðsÞ

i
for 1� i�N and 0� t� dom where g ¼ beðQ0;P1Þ2G2. The

user encrypts the data M with N intended recipients in the

same domain, and sends the ciphertext C to the Cloud

Server.

Decryption: A user or D-PKG in domain A inputs system

parameters params, ciphertext C2ℂ, and its private key SK,

and then recovers the data M2M . The D-PKG can decrypt all

the encrypted data belonging to the domain, whereas the

users only can decrypt the authorized data.

Given C ¼ ½fUi
domþ1g; fUtg;V;W� be the ciphertext encrypted

using the N recipients’ ID-tuple (ID-tupledom,IDi), for

i2(1,2,…,N). Here Ui
domþ1 ¼ rPidomþ1;Ut ¼ rPt;V ¼ s4H2ðgrÞ and

W¼M4H4(s). If ðU0;U1;U2;…;UdomÞ;Gdomþ1
1 , Edom rejects this

ciphertext. To decrypt C, the D-PKG Edom computes

V4H2

0@beðU0;SKdomÞ
,Ydom

j¼2

be�Qj�1;Uj

�1A:

We observe that:

V4H2

0@beðU0; SKdomÞ
,Y

j¼2

dom be�Qj�1;Uj

�1A
¼ V4H2

0@be�rP0;S
dom
i¼1 si�1Pi

�,Y
j¼2

dom be�sj�1P0; rPj

�1A
¼ V4H2

�beðrP0; s0P1Þbe�rP0;S
dom
i¼2 si�1Pi

�.be�rP0;S
dom
j¼2 sj�1Pj

��
¼ V4H2

�beðQ0; P1Þr
� ¼ s:

After calculating the value of s, Edom then computes

W4H4(s) ¼ M.

Given the ciphertext C ¼ ½fUi
domþ1g; fUtg;V;W� to each

intended recipient Ei
domþ1 of i2{1,2,…,N}. If ðU0;U1;

U2;…;UdomÞ;Gdomþ1
1 , Ei

domþ1 rejects this ciphertext. To decrypt

C, the recipient Ei
domþ1 executes the following setups:

� computes Pidomþ1 ¼ H1ðID� tupledom; ID
i
domþ1Þ;

� computes V4H2ðbeðU0; SKi
domþ1Þ=

Qdom
j¼2 beðQj�1;UjÞbeðQdom;

Ui
domþ1ÞÞ to recover s;

� computes W4H4(s) ¼ M.

� sets r¼H3(s, M), tests that Ui
domþ1 ¼ rPidomþ1. If not, rejects

the ciphertext. Otherwise, outputsM as the decryption of C.

Observe that:
1

�1A
�1Pj

�be�sdomP0; rP
i
domþ1

��
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The domain users cooperate to complete a project and

store their project data into the Cloud Server. The domain PKG

can decrypt all domain data while any user in this domain

only can access the data that he is allowed.

4.4. Dynamic operations

In this section, we present the detail dynamic data and user

operation processes in SECO. Since domain users do not

physically possess their data but store them into the Cloud

Server instead, the dynamic data and user operations are quite

challenging.When SECOdealswith these dynamic requests, it

needs to satisfy the following requirements: firstly, secret keys

cannot be disclosed to the Cloud Server; secondly, in order to

manage keys efficiently, D-PKG should not redistribute secret

keys for domain users; finally, domainusers need to guarantee

that all operations should be processed faithfully.

4.4.1. Data operation
From data perspective, the domain users are about to create

and delete the domain data.

Data creation: In a domain, to achieve data collaboration,

any user in the domain can create new data for his project and

store the data into the Cloud Server. When new data is

created, SECO first chooses a unique ID for the new data, and

then the data creator decides the intended recipients. Finally,

the creator encrypts the data with recipients' public keys and

uploads the ciphertext with his signature to the Cloud Server.

If verifying the signature correctly, the Cloud Server stores the

new data. Otherwise, the Cloud Server rejects the data. Upon

completion of the current work, the user can go offline as he

likes.

Data deletion: In a domain, SECO also provides data deletion

operation. The delete operation we consider here is straight-

forward. Only D-PKG can delete the domain data in SECO.

When the D-PKG is ready to delete a data, he sends the data ID

and his signature to the Cloud Server. After verifying the

signature on this data ID correctly, the Cloud Server deletes

the data.

4.4.2. User operations
From users perspective, to preserve domain data security, the

D-PKG is about to add new users into the domain and revoke

outdated users from the domain.

User addition: Sometimes, some new users need to join a

domain for working. In SECO, secret key transmission can be

implemented locally. So when a new user applies for joining

the domain, the D-PKG first verifies identity of the user, if

correct, the D-PKG first gives the user a new ID and calculates

a private key for the user using the key generation algorithm

in Section 4.3. Then, the D-PKG sends the ID-tuple and the

private key to the user. Finally, the D-PKG adds the newuser to

the domain user list ULdom and sends the new domain user list

ULdom to all valid users in the domain. The new user picks a

random seed as his master key. After receiving the public/

private key from D-PKG, the user can access the domain data

correctly. In addition, the user can use other users’ public key

to encrypt.

User revocation: In a domain, the D-PKG may revoke some

users' access privileges to preserve data security. The users
are not allowed to access (read, write, update, etc.) the domain

data anymore after revoking. In SECO, users encrypt data with

recipients’ public keys. When there is a user to be revoked

from the domain, D-PKG first cancels his public key. The D-

PKG removes the revoked user from the domain user list ULdom
and sends the new domain user list ULdom to all valid users in

the domain. Then, the data that is encrypted with this public

key will be re-encrypted by D-PKG. From then on, the domain

users encrypt data without the canceled public key. After

revoking from the domain, the users cannot access the

domain data anymore, even if he colludes with other unau-

thorized users. In some related works, the D-PKG need to

update the secret keys for the non-revoked users (Yu et al.,

2010) when there exist user revocation operations. However,

SECO does not need to update the keys for non-revoked users

because the private key of each user is independent.

4.4.3. Domain operations
From domains perspective, SECO is about to add a new

domain and revoke a outdated domain from the system.

Domain addition: Sometimes, some new domains need to

join in a system for economic reason. In SECO, each domain is

independent. That is to say, secret keys among each domain

are independent. So when a new domain applies for joining

the system, the system first verifies identity of the D-PKG. If

correct, the system gives an ID-tuple and calculates a secret

key for the joining D-PKG. Finally, the new D-PKG generates

secret keys for domain users using the key generation algo-

rithm in Section 4.3. The domain users can access their

domain data correctly.

Domain revocation: As we know, the domains are inde-

pendent. When there is a domain which wants to leave the

system, SECO just removes all the secret keys and cloud files

belonging to this domain. This operation will not affect other

domains.

4.5. Discussion

Based on the current research, two issues remain to be

addressed in SECO.

4.5.1. Data consistency
SECO supports multi-user reading and writing operations.

Suppose a user A downloads andmodifies a data file. Before A

uploading the modified data, another user B also downloads

the same date andmodifies it. If userA and user B both upload

their modified data to the Cloud Server, the data uploaded by

userA does not include user B'smodification, vice versa. Thus,

data conflict will occur. It results in the problem of data con-

sistency.SECOcanutilize theCloudServer to solve theproblem

of data consistency.Whenmore than one user downloads and

modifya samedata fromtheCloudServerat the sametime, the

Cloud Server detects the data conflict if these users upload

their data. Consequently, theCloud Server just keeps the latest

one as the final version. Meanwhile, the Cloud Server informs

other users that their modifications are not successful.

4.5.2. Signature
SECO also has the ability to support signature. Compared to

traditional public key infrastructure (PKI), IBE scheme does
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not require online public key lookup. Indeed, we can trans-

form any PKI signature scheme to an ID-based signature

scheme using certificates. When a user Ei
domþ1 wants to signM

with his public key/ID-tuple (ID-tupledom, IDi
domþ1), the

following setups are executed:

� calculates PM ¼ H3ððID� tupledom; ID
i
domþ1Þ;MÞ2G1;

� calculates SigM ¼ SigððID� tupledom; ID
i
domþ1Þ;MÞ ¼ SKi

domþ1þ
sidomþ1PM;

� sends ½SigM;Q1;…;Qdom;Q
i
domþ1� as the signature for ((ID-

tupledom, IDi
domþ1),M) where Qj¼ sjP0 for 1� j� dom and

Qi
domþ1 ¼ sidomþ1P0.

When the recipients receive the signature, they confirm

the following equation:

be�P0;SigM

� ¼ beðQ0; P1Þbe�Qi
domþ1; PM

�Ydom
t¼2

beðQt�1; PtÞbe�Qdom;P
i
domþ1

�
:

In addition, key management in SECO is straightforward

because all D-PKGs only need to keep track of two keys: pri-

vate key and master key. Therefore, in a domain, the key

transmission and signature authentication can be executed

locally. There is no out-of-band communication of the key

management.
5. Security analysis

In the previous section, we show that our secure data collab-

oration scheme SECO can realize one-to-many encryption

paradigm and writing operation simultaneously. In this sec-

tion, we first provide a rigorous security proof about the pro-

posed scheme. Then, we analyze the fulfillment of the

security requirements discussed in Section 3.2.

5.1. Security of SECO

We follow the security definition of the standard IBE (Boneh

and Franklin, 2001) and show our scheme is IND-ID-CCA se-

curity. We first define the security of our scheme using a game

which reflects the notion of IND-ID-CCA security and then

present the proof in this section.

5.1.1. Security definition
We say that the proposed scheme is semantically secure

against an adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (IND-ID-CCA) if

no polynomial bounded adversary A has a non-negligible

advantage against the challenger in the following game:

Setup: The challenger runs the Root Setup algorithm taking

a security parameter K as input. It gives A the system pa-

rameters params and keeps the root master key to itself.

Phase 1: The adversary A can issue queries q1,…, qm where

qi is one of: 1)H1-query (ID-tuplei): the adversary obtains H(ID-

tuplei) corresponding to ID-tuplei; 2) Private key query (ID-

tuplei): the challenger runs the Key Generation algorithm to

generate the private key SKi corresponding to ID-tuplei and

sends it to A ; 3) Decryption query (ID-tuplei, Ci): the challenger

runs the Key Generation algorithm to generate the private key

SKi and Decryption algorithm to decrypt Ci using SKi and then
gives the resulting plaintext to A . These queries can be asked

adaptively by A , that is, each query qi may depend on the

replies to q1,…,qi � 1.

Challenge: Once the challenger decides Phase 1 is com-

plete, it outputs N recipients's ID-tuples: ID-tuples1, … ID-

tuplesN, and two equal length plaintexts M0, M12M on which

it wishes to be challenged. The only constraint is that none of

the ID-tuples and his ancestors appear in any private key

query in Phase 1. These ID-tuplesmay correspond to positions

at the same level in the hierarchy. The challenger picks a

random bit d2{0,1} and uses the Encryption algorithm to

encrypt Md as C¼ Encryption (params, ID-tuples1, … ID-

tuplesN, Md). It sends the challenge C to the adversary A .

Phase 2: The adversary A issues more queries qm þ 1,…, qn
where qi is one of: 1)H1-query (ID-tuplei): Challenger responds

as in Phase 1; 2) Private key query (ID-tuplei s ID-tuple or

ancestor): Challenger responds as in Phase 1; 3) Decryption

query ((ID-tuplei, Ci) s (ID-tuple or ancestor, C)): Challenger

responds as in Phase 1. These queriesmay be asked adaptively

as in Phase 1.

Guess: The adversary A outputs a guess d'20,1. A wins the

game if d ¼ d
0
. The advantage of A in this game is defined as����Pr½d0 ¼ d� � 1

2

����.
5.1.2. Proof of security
We prove the security with the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1. Suppose there is an IND-ID-CCA adversary A

which has the advantage 3(k) of successfully attacking the

scheme SECO. Suppose A specifies N recipients at levelt, and

makes at most qE private key queries, at most qD decryption

queries, and at most qH2 ; qH3 ; qH4 queries to the hash functions

H2,H3,H4 in Levelt respectively. Then there is an algorithm B

for I G that solves the BDH problem with the advantage at

least 2FOadv

 
3ðkÞðNþtÞNþt

ðeðNþtþqEþqDÞÞNþt;qH3 ; qH4 ;qD

!,
qH2 where the func-

tion FOadv is defined in Theorem 14 in Fujisaki and Okamoto

(1999). Here ez 2.71 is the base of the natural logarithm.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 will use the result of Theorem 14

in Fujisaki and Okamoto (1999). According to Theorem 14 in

Fujisaki and Okamoto (1999), we need the following Lemma

5.1 to translate between an IND-ID-CCA on SECO and an

IND-CCA on BasicPubhy that is a related public key encryption

scheme used in Boneh and Franklin (2001). BasicPubhy is the

result of applying the Fujisaki-Okamoto transformation

(Fujisaki and Okamoto, 1999) to a public key encryption

scheme (not an identity based scheme) called BasicPub. The

details of BasicPub and BasicPubhy are presented in Boneh and

Franklin (2001). The difference here is that the message is

encrypted with multiple recipients in BasicPubhy.

Lemma 5. 1. Let A be an IND-ID-CCA adversary that has

advantage 3(k) against SECO. Suppose A makes at most qE
private key queries and at most qD decryption queries. Then

there is an IND-CCA adversary B that solves BasicPubhy with

the advantage at least 3ðkÞðNþtÞNþt

ðeðNþtþqEþqDÞÞNþl.

Proof: We construct an IND-CCA adversary B that uses A

to obtain advantage 3ðkÞðNþtÞNþt

ðeðNþtþqEþqDÞÞNþt against BasicPubhy. The

challenger and the adversary B start with the challenger by
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running key generation algorithm of BasicPubhy. The result is

param ¼ <q;G1;G2; be;N;P0;Q0;PB ;H2;H3;H4 > and a private

key SKB ¼ s0PB . Here Q0 ¼ s0P0. The challenger gives param to

B . B mounts an IND-CCA attack on param with the help of

adversary A . B interacts with A as the above game:

Setup: B gives A <q;G1;G2; be;N; P0;Q0;H1;H2;H3;H4 > as

the system parameters. Here H1 is controlled by B as

described below.

H1-queries: At any time, A can query the hash H1 which

will be used to determine the P-tuplei¼ ðTi1;…;Titi Þ, with

Tik¼H1(IDi1,…,IDik) for 1� k� ti, corresponding to the ID-

tuplei¼ ðIDi1;…; IDiti Þ.B maintains a list of tuples (ID-tuplei, P-

tuplei, b-tuplei, s-tuplei, c-tuplei) called Hlist
1 . The list is initially

empty. When A queries H1 at a point ID-tuplei B responds as

follows: Let y be maximal such that (IDi1,…IDiy) ¼ (IDj1,…,IDjy)

for the tuple ððIDj1;…IDjtj Þ; ðTj1;…;Tjtj Þ; ðbj1;…;bjtj Þ;
ðsj1;…; sjtj Þ; ðcj1;…; cjtj ÞÞ which is in Hlist

1 .

� If ID-tuplei already appears on Hlist
1 for 1� k� y, then B

responds with Tik¼ Tjk,sik¼ sjk,bik¼ bjk, and cik¼ cjk. (Note

that this is independent of j.)

� Otherwise (y� k< ti), B picks two random seeds sik and

bik2Zq, set ci0¼ 0 and generates a random coin cik2{0,1} so

that Pr[cik¼ 0] ¼ d for some d that will be determined later.

� If cik¼ ci(k � 1), B computes Tik¼ bikP0. If cik¼ 1 and

ci(k � 1) ¼ 0, computes Tik¼ bikPB . If cik¼ 0 and ci(k � 1) ¼ 1,

computes Pik ¼ bikP0 � s�1
iðk�1Þbif ðkÞPB where s�1

iðk�1Þ is the in-

verse of si(k � 1) modulo q. Here, f(k)< k is the largest

subscript which satisfies cif(k)¼ 1 and ci(f(k)�1) ¼ 0.

� B adds the tuple ((IDi1, …, IDiti ),ðTi1;…;Titi Þ;
ðbi1;…; biti Þ; ðsi1;…; siti Þ; ðci1;…; citi ÞÞ to the Hlist

1 and responds

to A with P-tuple1 ¼ ðTi1;…;Titi Þ to A .

Note that these values (Tik) are uniform in G1 and inde-

pendent of A 's current view as required.

Phase 1: Private key queries. Let ID-tuplei be a private key

query issued by adversary A . B responds to this query as

follows:

� B runs the H1-queries algorithm to obtain the corre-

sponding tuples (ID-tuplei, P-tuplei, b-tuplei, s-tuplei, c-

tuplei) on the Hlist
1 . If citi ¼ 1, B reports failure and termi-

nates the interaction.

� Therefore citi ¼ 0, B computes SKiti ¼ Sti
k¼1piðk�1ÞTik where

piðk�1Þ ¼ siðk�1ÞsiðfðkÞ�1ÞsiðfðfðkÞÞ�1Þ…with si0¼ s0 and siðfðjÞ�1Þ ¼ 1

if f(j) does not exist.

B does not know the values of s0 or s0PB , but it still can

output the private key for ID-tuplei.

Phase 1: Decryption queries. Let (ID-tuplei, Ci) be a

decryption query issued by A . B responds to this query as

follows:

� B runs the H1-queries algorithm to obtain the corre-

sponding tuples (ID-tuplei, P-tuplei, b-tuplei, s-tuplei, c-

tuplei) on the Hlist
1 .

� Suppose citi ¼ 0, B runs the private key queries to obtain

the private key for ID-tuplei. ThenB uses the private key to

respond to the decryption query.
� Suppose citi ¼ 1, B relays the decryption query Ci to the

challenger and relays the challenger's response back to A .

Challenge:Once A decides that Phase 1 is over, it outputsN

ID-tuples: ID-tuples1,… ID-tuplesN 2 Levelt, and two plaintext

M0,M1 on which it wishes to be challenged. B responds as

follows:

� B runs the H1-queries algorithm to obtain the corre-

sponding tuples ((IDj1,…,IDjt), (Tj1,…,Tjt), (bj1,…,bjt),

(sj1,…,sjt), (cj1,…,cjt)) for each ID-tuplej on the Hlist
1 , where j2

{1,2,…,N}.

� If cjk¼ 0 for some 1� k� t, then B reports failure and ter-

minates. Otherwise, we know Tj1¼ bj1PB and Tjk¼ bjkP0, for

2� k� t.

� B gives the challenger M0, M1. Let C ¼ [U,V,W]. The chal-

lenger responds with a ciphertext C0 ¼ ½b�1
11 b1tU;

b�1
21 b2tU;…;b�1

N1bNtU;b�1
j1 U;b�1

j1 bj1U;…; b�1
j1 bjðt�1ÞU;V;W� for j2

{1,2,…,N} such that C' is the encryption of Md for a random

d2{0,1} and gives C' to A .

In this challenge, the private key for ID-tuplej is

SK0
jt ¼ s0Tj1 þ St�1

k¼1s
0
jkTjðkþ1Þ with the additional information

fs0jkP0 : 1 � k< tg for some (s0j1,…,s0jðt�1Þ) 2ðZqÞt�1. Observe that:

be�b�1
j1 U; SK0

jt

�,Yt
k¼2

be�b�1
j1 bjkU; s

0
jðk�1ÞP0

�
¼ be�b�1

j1 U; s0Tj1

�
¼ beðU; s0PB Þ:

Therefore, C' is a valid ciphertext for Md.

Phase 2: Adversary B responds to queries at a point ID-

tuplei in the sameway it did in Phase 1. The constraint for A is

listed in the definition of security model.

Guess: Eventually adversary A outputs a guess d' for d. B

outputs d' as its guess for d.

The responses to H1-queries are uniformly and indepen-

dently distributed in G1. All responses to private key and

decryption queries are valid. The challenge ciphertext C' given

to A is the encryption of Md for random d2{0,1}. So, we have����Pr½d0 ¼ d� � 1
2

���� � 3ðkÞ. Then, calculate the probability that B

aborts during the simulation. Let 31 be the event that A issues

a bad private key query during phase 1 or 2, 32 be the event A

chooses a bad ID-tuplei to be challenge and 33 be the event A

issues a bad decryption query during phase 2. We have:

Pr½: 31∧: 32∧: 33� � dqEþqD ð1� dÞNþt: Please refer to Boneh and

Franklin (2001) for the proof of the above formula. Here N is

the number of recipients for a ciphertext and t is the level of

the recipients. We now optimize the choice of d. Since

Pr½: 31∧: 32∧: 33� � dqEþqD ð1� dÞNþt, the probability that B does

not abort during the simulation is dqEþqD ð1� dÞNþt. Therefore,

the success probability is maximized at

dopt ¼ 1� ðNþ tÞ=ðqE þ qd þNþ tÞ. Using dopt, the probability

that B does not abort is at least

 
Nþt

ðeðNþtþqEþqDÞÞ

!Nþt

. This shows

that B 's success probability is at least 3ðkÞðNþtÞNþt

ðeðNþtþqEþqDÞÞNþt as

required.

We give the proof of Theorem 5.1 as follows:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2015.01.003
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Proof: By Lemma 5. 1 an IND-ID-CCA adversary on SECO

implies an IND-CCA adversary on BasicPubhy. From the proof

of Theorem 4.4 in Boneh and Franklin (2001), this can imply an

algorithmagainst BHD assumption. All these give the required

bounds in Theorem 5.1.

According to Theorem 5.1, we can conclude that SECO is

IND-ID-CCA security.

5.2. Security requirements

For thepurposeof securedata collaboration incloudcomputing,

SECO should achieve the following security properties:

5.2.1. Fine-grained of access control
In SECO, the user who modifies data is able to define and

enforce who can access this data and encrypt with multiple

recipients’ public keys. Each user has secret keys from the D-

PKG. Suppose a user Ei download the encrypted data.We recall

that the ciphertext is: C ¼ ½frPidomþ1g; frPtg;s4H2

ðgrÞ;M4H4ðsÞ�: If this data is encrypted with Ei
domþ1 public key,

Ei
domþ1 can obtain the corresponding Ui

domþ1 ¼ rPidomþ1, and then

decrypts this data by calculating: W4H4ðV4H2

ðbeðU0;SKi
domþ1Þ=

Qdom
j¼2 beðQj�1;UjÞbeðQdom;U

i
domþ1ÞÞÞ to obtain the

plaintext. However, if a user is not in the encryption list, then

he cannot obtain Ui in the ciphertext text. So the decryption

algorithmwill fail. Specifically, only those intended recipients

can decrypt this data. Therefore, users only can access the

data they are allowed and not access the data they are not

authorized to.

5.2.2. Fully collusion secure
In SECO, the data M is encrypted in the form of

C ¼ ½fUi
domþ1g; fUtg;V;W�whereV¼ s4H2(g

r) andW¼M4H4(s).

Obviously, unauthorized users must construct H2(g
r) where

g ¼ beðQ0; P1Þ2G2 to decrypt ciphertext C. Although unautho-

rizedusers canobtainQ0 andP1, theyareunawareof the random

seed r, so beðQ0; rP1Þ cannot to be constructed directly. Beside,

unauthorized users observe that: beðQ0; rP1Þ ¼ beðrP0; s0P1Þ ¼ be
ðU0;SK0Þ: To recover plaintext, unauthorized users may recoverbeðQ0; rP1Þ instead of beðU0;SK0Þ. However, since SK0 is only known

to R-PKG, unauthorized users also cannot recover beðU0;SK0Þ.
Therefore, colluded users cannot recover plaintext.

5.2.3. Backward secrecy
As described in Section 4.4, SECO will re-encrypt the related

data after some legitimate users are revoked. The D-PKG will

cancel the revokedusers’publickeyandthenon-revokedusers

encrypt data without this public key afterward. Therefore, the

revoked users cannot access the encrypted data anymore.

According to the above analysis, we can conclude that

SECO can realize fine-grained access control, collusion resis-

tance and backward secrecy.
Table 2 e Operation numbers required in encryption and
decryption algorithm.

Algorithm Scalar multiplication Pairing

Key generation domþ 1 0

Encryption N þ dom þ 1 1

Decryption (D-PKG/User) 0/0 dom/domþ 1
6. Theoretical analysis

In this section, we provide the theoretical analysis of SECO.

We first analyze the computation and communication over-

head. Then we analyze the user revocation and storage cost.
6.1. Computation complexity

In SECO, the R-PKG generates two groupsG1,G2 of order q and

a bilinear map to achieve the five randomized algorithms. In

all computations, pairing computation, i.e., bilinear map

computation, is the most expensive operation. In SECO, Root

Setup generates the systemparameters and amaster key for R-

PKG, and Lower-level Setup picks a master key for each lower-

level PKG. In Key Generation, A PKG generates private keys for

all his children. These three algorithms have no pairing

computations and need to run only once at initialization time.

Moreover, the size of system parameters and keys are fixed in

length. Therefore, the computation complexity of these three

algorithms is negligible.

Table 2 summarizes the operation numbers required in key

generation, encryption and decryption algorithms. In Key

generation, the D-PKG Edom2 Leveldom needs domþ 1 scalar

multiplications to calculate SKi
domþ1 for each domain user

Ei
domþ1. In Encryption, a user encrypts data with N recipients’

public keys. He needs one pairing computation to calculatebeðQ0;P1Þ, N scalar multiplications to compute rPidomþ1 for

1� i�N, and domþ 1 scalar multiplications to compute rPt for

0� t� dom. Since the pairing computation is independent

with data encryption and Q0, Pdom are the same in a domain,

for each different data, pairing computation is calculated only

once for all domain users. In Decryption, the D-PKG needs one

pairing computation to calculate beðU0;SKdomÞ and dom� 1

pairing computations to calculate beðQj�1;UjÞ for 2� j� dom.

Each user Ei
domþ1 needs domþ 1 pairing computations to

calculate beðU0; SKi
domþ1Þ, beðQj�1;UjÞ for 2� j� dom andbeðQdom;U

i
domþ1Þ. Since U0, SKdom and SKi

domþ1 are fixed, the D-

PKG calculates beðU0;SKdomÞ once, and Ei
domþ1 calculatesbeðU0;SKi

domþ1Þ once. Table 3 shows the computation

complexity comparison among SECO, ABE-based schemes

and identity-based broadcast encryption (BE) schemes

(Delerabl�ee, 2007; Gentry and Waters, 2009). Here jIj is the

number of attributes in ABE-based schemes and N is the

number of users. In practice, N is larger than dom. Therefore,

we can see SECO takes fewer computation complexities than

BE-based schemes and ABE-based schemes. From the above

analysis, SECO only needs a few pairing computations to

achieve secure data collaboration in cloud computing, so the

computation complexity of SECO is acceptable.

6.2. Communication cost

In SECO, the communication cost is mainly attributable to the

encrypted data transmission. After encryption, the following

information is sent by users along with the encrypted data to

the cloud: Value of Ui
domþ1 for every intended recipient which

requires NlogjG1j bits, value of Ut which requires

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2015.01.003
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Table 3e Computation complexity required in ABE-based
schemes, BE-based schemes and SECO.

Algorithm Encryption Decryption

ABE-based schemes O ðjIjÞ O ðmaxðjIj;NÞÞ
BE-based schemes O ðNÞ O ðNÞ
SECO O ðmaxðN; domÞ O ðdomÞ

Table 5 eUser revocation cost in ABE-based schemes and
SECO.

Scheme Scalar multiplication Pairing

ABE-based Ik 1

SECO N 0
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ðdomþ 1ÞlogjG1j bits, value of V which requires n bits, and

value of W which requires n bits. Thus, the communication

cost is given by ðNþ domþ 1ÞlogjG1j þ 2n bits. Table 4 shows

the communication expenses comparison among SECO, ABE-

based schemes, and symmetric key cryptosystem (SKC)

schemes. Here n is the length of the plaintext, t is the number

of the users, I is the number of attributes used in ABE-based

schemes (Yu et al., 2010) and k is the length of keys used in

SKC-based schemes (Goh et al., 2003). Since the data size is

fixed (n),N, k, dom and I are varying but have the same order of

magnitude as n. From Table 4, we can see that SECO takes

fewer communication cost than ABE-based schemes and SKC-

based schemes. The reason is that every data block is bind

with t users KeyID and two secret keys in SKC-based schemes,

while in ABE-based schemes, the data owner needs transfer

the access structure of the data and other parameters to the

cloud. From the above analysis, SECO takes small communi-

cation overhead to achieve secure and efficient data collabo-

ration services in cloud computing.
6.3. Cost of revocation operation

When user revocation is necessary, the related ciphertext

needs to be re-encrypted without the revoked user public key

in SECO. We first evaluate the computation cost of the revo-

cation operation. The userwho encrypts the datawill choose a

new s randomly and recalculate Ui
domþ1;V and W. To update V

and W, the user only needs Boolean XOR operator. For each

corresponding recipient public key, there is one scalar multi-

plication to update Ui
domþ1. The system does not need to up-

date the secret keys for non-revoked users because the secret

keys of each user is independent. Therefore, there areN scalar

multiplications in total to re-encrypt the ciphertext by the

user. For the non-revoked users, they do not need to do any

computation. Next we give the communication cost of the

user revocation. After re-encrypting the ciphertext, the user

sends the new ciphertext to the cloud, while the cloud just

replaces the outdated ciphertext and does not need to transfer

it to the non-revoked users, so the additional communication

costs is NlogjG1j þ 2n.

In the existing works, when revocation happens, the data

owner needs to re-encrypt the related ciphertext and issue the
Table 4 e Communication cost in ABE-based schemes,
SKC-based schemes BE-based schemes and SECO.

Scheme Communication costs

ABE-based jIj þ 2logjIj þ ðjIj þ 1ÞlogjG1j þ logjG2j þ n

SKC-based 3tkþ n

SECO ðNþ domþ 1ÞlogjG1j þ 2n
new keys to those non-revoked users. Table 5 shows the user

revocation costs comparison between SECO and ABE-based

schemes. Here, I is the number of attributes which the

revoked user possessed and k is the depth of the access

structure. From Table 5, ABE-based schemes bring an abun-

dance of additional computation overhead. SECO can

accomplish this dynamic request with lightweight computa-

tion complexity and communication cost.
6.4. Storage cost

The storage cost is one of the most significant aspects of the

data access control scheme in cloud storage services. We

analyze the storage overhead of SECO and compare it with

SKC-based schemes and ABE-based schemes. The storage cost

is assessed in terms of ciphertext storage overhead and key

storage overhead (secret keys and system parameters stored

on the users and D-PKG). Table 6 presents the comparative

results.

Ciphertext storage overhead: In ABE-based schemes, the size

of ciphertext is O ðmaxðjIj;nÞÞ, with jIj as the number of attri-

butes the ciphertext issued. For SKC-based schemes, to achieve

read andwrite permission, each data is binding with each user

access privilege. The size of ciphertext depends on the

numbers of users and the size of key. Thus, the size isO ðn2Þ. For
BE-based schemes, the size of ciphertext is O ðNÞ, with N is the

number of recipients. In SECO, as depicted in Section 4, the bit-

lengthof the ciphertext growsonly linearlywith the level of the

message recipient. The ciphertext is composed of N intended

recipients’ information, domþ 1 hierarchy information and a

body. The body is just the encryptedmessage. The lengthof the

ciphertext is linear with the recipient quantity. The length will

increase an element on G1 when adding a recipient. Thus the

message size is O ðmaxðN;domÞÞ. FromTable 6, we can see SECO

and BE-based schemes take the least ciphertext storage cost.

The analysis indicates that SECO achieves efficient data

collaboration with light weighted ciphertext storage.

Key storage overhead: Compared with ABE-based schemes,

SKC-based schemes and BE-based schemes, SECO greatly

reduced the key storage overhead of the D-PKG (data owner).

In ABE-based schemes, SKC-based schemes and BE-based
Table 6 e Storage cost in ABE-based schemes, SKC-based
schemes, BE-based schemes and SECO.

Scheme Ciphertext storage Key storage

D-PKG (Data owner) User

ABE-based O ðmaxðjIj;nÞÞ O ðnÞ O ðlognÞ
SKC-based O ðn2Þ O ðnÞ O ð1Þ
BE-based O ðNÞ O ð ffiffiffiffi

N
p Þ O ð ffiffiffiffi

N
p Þ

SECO O ðmaxðN; domÞ O ð1Þ O ð1Þ

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2015.01.003
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schemes, the data owner needs to store every user's access

privilege. While in SECO, the D-PKG just stores his own secret

keys and system parameters. Users only need store their own

secret keys and system parameters in SCK-based schemes

and SECO. However, users in ABE-based schemes have to

store their own access structures with there corresponding

secret keys. Therefore, SECO also takes small key storage

overhead to achieves data collaboration in cloud computing.
Fig. 4 e The overhead of decryption algorithms in SECO,

ABE-based schemes and BE-based schemes.
7. Experimental evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the algorithms

used in SECO. In our experiments, we utilize a three-level HIBE

scheme, where Level0 ¼ {Root PKG} and Level1 ¼ {D-PKGs}. All

the domain users are lying at Level2. We calculate the time

cost and report the average of 100 trials of each algorithm. We

first compare the overhead of SECO with ABE-based schemes

and BE-based schemes, and then examine the scalability of

our scheme. Our implementation was done in Python, and all

experiments were performed on an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz

PC with 2 GB RAM.

In the first set of experiments, we evaluate the overhead of

encryption and decryption algorithms in SECO, ABE-based

schemes and BE-based schemes. We assume the number of

recipient users in SECO and BE-based schemes, and attributes

in ABE-based schemes both are 500. Figs. 3 and 4 plots the

overhead as the data size varies in SECO, ABE-based schemes

and BE-based schemes. Fig. 3 plots the time cost of encryption

algorithms in SECO, ABE-based schemes and BE-based

schemes. From Fig. 3, we can see the encryption cost in-

creases linearly with the file size in all the three schemes. This

is consistent with the above computation complexity analysis.

However, with the increase of file size, SECO takes less time

cost than ABE-based schemes and BE-based schemes. Fig. 4

plots time cost of encryption algorithms in SECO, ABE-based

schemes and BE-based schemes. In Fig. 4, we notice the cost

in all the three schemes is nearly linearly proportional to the

number of the data size.Meanwhile, users takemore time than

the D-PKG in decryption as the above analysis in SECO. To

decrypt 64 KB data, the D-PKG takes 1 s and user Ei
domþ1takes
Fig. 3 e The overhead of encryption algorithms in SECO,

ABE-based schemes and BE-based schemes.
1.5 s. The algorithmdoes thepairing computation for eachdata,

but the pairing computation can be done once at the beginning

as the above analysis. However, both the D-PKG and users in

SECO take less time cost than ABE-based schemes and BE-

based schemes as well. The results of this experiments show

SECO is light weighted and efficient to be applied in practice.

In the second set of experiments, we evaluate the scal-

ability of SECO. According to the analysis in Section 6, the

computation complexity of encryption algorithm is

O ðmaxðN;domÞÞ. In our experiment setting, we have N> dom.

Therefore, we study the overhead under different data size

and different number of users. Fig. 5 plots the encryption

overhead for preparing three kinds of data size as the number

of recipients varies. From Fig. 5, we see the encryption time

grows linearly with the number of the recipients. The time to

encrypt 64 KB data with 800 recipients approaches to 1.6 s,

which is an ideal result. Moreover, the time cost is relatively

stable versus the number of users. Thus, our scheme is scal-

able in cloud computing. Fig. 6 plots the re-encryption cost for

preparing three kinds of data size as the number of revoked

users varies. The total number of domain users in Fig. 6 is
Fig. 5 e The overhead of encryption algorithm.
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Fig. 6 e The overhead of re-encryption algorithm.
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1000. From Fig. 6, we can see the re-encryption cost decreases

linearly with the number of revoked users. When the system

revokes 100 users, the time to re-encrypt 32 KB data ap-

proaches to 0.5 s. The result shows our user revocation

scheme is efficient. As a summary, our scheme is scalable to

large number of users.
8. Conclusion

In this paper, we address the one-to-many encryption para-

digm, writing operation and fine-grained access control issue,

and propose a secure cloud data collaboration scheme SECO

with explicit dynamic data/user. SECO employs a multi-level

HIBE scheme to guarantee data security against the cloud.

SECO realizes a one-to-many encryption paradigm and data

writing operation simultaneously to achieve secure data

collaboration in cloud computing. Moreover, SECO provides

dynamic operations such as data creation/deletion and user

addition/revocation. Security analyses show that SECO is IND-

CCA security under the BDH assumption and can realize fine-

grained access control, collusion resistance and backward se-

crecy. In addition, we evaluate the performance of SECO about

computation complexity, communication cost, user revocation

cost and storage cost. The result shows that SECO has low

overhead and ishighly efficient. Following the current research,

we will implement the proposed secure data collaboration

services in a real CSP platform, address the privacy issues and

work on the data synchronization in SECO for future work.
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